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ABSTRACT

(COO) to complicated data structures such as Compressed Sparse
Fiber (CSF) [7]. These formats have a natural ordering of their dimensions that provides a lexicographical ordering of the tensor
nonzeros. In a sorted list of coordinates, the order of the sorting
keys determines this lexicographic ordering.
Tensor algebra is used to compute with data stored in tensors.
These multidimensional computations need to access the nonzero
entries in one or more tensors, compute, and store the results. Accessing the nonzero entries requires some traversal of the tensor.
However, unlike for dense tensors, traversing the nonzeros of a
sparse tensor in different lexicographical orderings may be asymptotically more expensive than the natural lexicographical ordering.
Therefore, it is often faster to first transpose input tensors by reordering their dimensions before executing tensor expressions. This
way, the tensor can be accessed naturally in the expression itself.
Tensor transposition is ubiquitous in data processing. Anytime
multiple tensor expressions are composed and the output of one
expression must be used as an input to the next, with a different
index ordering and possibly a different sparse format, we need to
transpose. Element-wise operation between tensors without matching index orderings (thus requiring transposition as a bottleneck) is
listed as one of the five benchmark operations in the Parallel Sparse
Tensor Algorithm Benchmark Suite (PASTA) [3].
The Coordinate (COO) sparse tensor format simply stores the
tensor as a list of nonzero coordinates together with their nonzero
values. If the coordinates are ordered lexicographically, adjacent
coordinates may share the same indices in the first several modes.
The Compressed Sparse Fiber (CSF) format [7] compresses these
duplicate nonzeros using a tree-like storage format. In CSF, nodes
represent indices, leaves represent nonzeros and paths from root to
leaf represent coordinates. The children of each node are ordered.
The matrix case of CSF is called Compressed Sparse Row (CSR).
Both of these formats induce a natural lexicographic ordering of
the dimensions; iteration in the natural order is efficient.
The current approach to transposing sparse tensors involves
converting the sparse tensor into Coordinate format, sorting the list
of coordinates, and finally packing the coordinates into the desired
output sparse tensor format [7]. This reduces tensor transposition to
sorting coordinates. The resulting lists of coordinates often contain
partial orderings we can use to accelerate the sorting step.
As an example, consider row-major to column-major sparse matrix transposition. To transpose the matrix, the column coordinates
must be ordered lexicographically before the row coordinates. This
could be accomplished by sorting with the column coordinate as
the primary key and the row coordinate as the secondary key, but
we can do better. The coordinates are already sorted on the rows. A

We present a new algorithm for transposing sparse tensors called
Quesadilla. The algorithm converts the sparse tensor data structure to a list of coordinates and sorts it with a fast multi-pass radix
algorithm that exploits knowledge of the requested transposition
and the tensors input partial coordinate ordering to provably minimize the number of parallel partial sorting passes. We evaluate both
a serial and a parallel implementation of Quesadilla on a set of
19 tensors from the FROSTT collection, a set of tensors taken from
scientific and data analytic applications. We compare Quesadilla
and a generalization, Top-2-sadilla to several state of the art approaches, including the tensor transposition routine used in the
SPLATT tensor factorization library. In serial tests, Quesadilla
was the best strategy for 60% of all tensor and transposition combinations and improved over SPLATT by at least 19% in half of
the combinations. In parallel tests, at least one of Quesadilla or
Top-2-sadilla was the best strategy for 52% of all tensor and transposition combinations. A full version is on arXiv [4].
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INTRODUCTION

Tensors generalize vectors and matrices to any number of dimensions. Tensors used in computation are often sparse, or mostly zero,
necessitating specialized storage formats which can compress the
zero entries. These formats range from a simple list of coordinates
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Algorithm 1 and 2: PartialSort(A, (τ1 , . . . , τl ), τk )
Input: A is a rank-r tensor of dimension n with N nonzeros
stored in COO, sorted under the ordering τ . Our goal
is to sort A on τk while maintaining the ordering
(τ1 , . . . , τl ). Algorithms 1 and 2 refer to when l = 0
and l > 0, respectively. We require that l < k.
Output: A sorted copy of A under the ordering

stable sort on just the column coordinates would achieve the desired
result, and a simple histogram sort can get the job done in linear
time. We have just described the famous HalfPerm algorithm for
sparse matrix transposition due to Gustavson [2]. In this paper, we
will generalize this optimization to arbitrary tensor transpositions.
The main contributions of this work are:
(1) A decomposition of tensor transposition into parallelizable
partial sorts (one of the two partial sorts is novel) that optionally respect previous partial orderings.
(2) An algorithm that uses partial orderings in the original
sparse tensor format to minimize the number of partial sorts
required by the transposition algorithm. This relates the parallel span of radix sorting to partial orderings in the input.
(3) A parallel implementation that demonstrates this transposition algorithm is competitive with, and often faster than,
state of the art approaches.

(τ1 , . . . , τl , τk , τl +1 , . . . , τk−1 , τk +1 , . . . , τr ).
histogram sort, and then reimpose order on the first l modes by
stably sorting on the bucket numbers themselves. This second sort
on the buckets is similar to a histogram sort, but we can avoid some
work by reusing information computed during the initial bucket discovery. Since there are at most N buckets, it also runs in linear time.
Note that the input must be sorted under (τ1 , . . . , τl ) to discover
the buckets in linear time by examining adjacent coordinates.
While extensive research has been devoted to parallel implementations of histogram sort [5, 7], our “bucketed” variant is novel.
Notice that the buckets limit the travel of coordinates between input and output orderings; coordinates do not escape their buckets.
Therefore, running Algorithm 2 on a contiguous region of input
buckets will compute the corresponding region of the output ordering. This gives our chosen parallel algorithm where we assign to
each processor the buckets which begin in their region, and each
processor simply runs Algorithm 2 locally on their section.
We are ready to state Algorithm 3, which sorts the coordinates
using a minimal number of calls to PartialSort, avoiding bucketed
sorts. We will use a function f (τ , p) defined on an ordering τ as the
set {τk +1 , . . . , τr } where τk = p, or the set of modes which follow
p in the ordering τ . For example, f ((1, 3, 2, 4), 3) = {2, 4}.

A complete manuscript (containing proofs) is available on the
arXiv [4]. Algorithms, figures, and theorems are numbered to match.

2

ALGORITHMS

A tensor of rank r is a multidimensional array associating r -tuples
of indices (referred to as coordinates) with values, or entries. We
refer to the k th position in a coordinate as mode k. The size of a
tensor is an r -tuple n of dimensions, where each index i k is an
integer in the range 1 ≤ i k ≤ nk . Let N be the number of nonzero
entries in our tensor. We define lexicographic ordering on r -tuples
with a tuple σ of modes in the order they should be considered. We
describe the (1, 2, ..., r ) ordering of k-tuples as simple.
A naive algorithm for sparse tensor transposition uses comparison sort on a coordinate list. It takes O(r ) time to compare two
coordinates of an r -tensor. Thus, a comparison based coordinate
sort would run in O(r N log N ) time. However, since the indices
are bounded by the dimensions, we can use the stable, linear time
histogram sort (referred to as counting sort in [1]) to sort the coordinates on a single mode k in O(r N + nk ) time. If we use r histogram
sorts (a radix sort on r -digit numbers), we can sort our coordinate
Í
list in O(r 2 N + k nk ) time, an asymptotic improvement over comparison sort when the dimensions are small. This algorithm can be
improved further; for some transpositions, we do not need to use
all r sorts. For example, HalfPerm uses only one histogram sort to
prioritize the second dimension in the new ordering [2].
In this work, we formalize and generalize this idea to produce
the Quesadilla tensor transposition algorithm, which provably
performs the minimal number of partial histogram sorts. We propose two types of partial sorts, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, which
can be understood as two separate cases of the same function PartialSort. When l = 0 (Algorithm 1), PartialSort is a simple
histogram sort, bringing the k t h mode to the top of an ordering.
When l > 0 (Algorithm 2), we describe PartialSort as “bucketed,” since it sorts within fixed buckets, or groups of contiguous
coordinates which agree on the first l modes in the current ordering.
A naive implementation of Algorithm 2 which comparison sorts
each bucket would incur a logarithmic overhead. If we histogram
sort each bucket, we incur an unacceptable O(nτk ) cost per bucket.
Our solution is to first discover and store the buckets that each
coordinate belongs to, stably sort on our desired mode with a single

Algorithm 3: QuesadillaSort(A, σ )
Input: A is any simply ordered list of r -coordinates, σ is an
ordering with r distinct modes.
Output: A, sorted in σ order.
1 l ← 0
2 while l < r do
3
k ←l
4
while k + 1 < r and f (σ , σk +1 ) ⊈ f ((1, 2, . . .), σk +1 ) do
5
k ←k +1
6
7
8
9
10
11

l′ ← k + 1
while k > l do
A ← PartialSort(A, (σ1 , . . . , σl ), σk )
k ←k −1
l ← l′
return A

Theorem 2. Given a target ordering σ , QuesadillaSort(σ ) uses
the minimum-length sequence of calls to PartialSort required to
sort any simply ordered list of r -coordinates to σ order.
Theorem 3. Among minimum-length sequences of PartialSort
calls that sort simply ordered lists of r -coordinates to target ordering
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Normalized execution time

σ , the sequence used by QuesadillaSort(σ ) minimizes the number
of bucketed partial sorts.
Although the two sorting primitives presented are both histogram sort variants, they could be replaced with any stable sort
such as quicksort or merge sort. However, if a comparison sort is
used at some level k where the current ordering is τ and (τ1 , . . . , τl ) =
(σ1 , . . . , σl ), it makes more sense to completely sort each bucket
(equivalence class under (τ1 , . . . , τl )) to σ order.
Thus, we also propose the Top-K-sadilla algorithm, which uses
Quesadilla to sort the tensor to (σ1 , . . . , σK ) order, then sorts
each bucket using quicksort. The best choice of the value K will
be investigated in our experiments, since it depends both on the
permutation and on the dimension of the tensor.

3
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EVALUATION

We evaluate Quesadilla and Top-K-sadilla sort, showing that
our technique outperforms various state of the art approaches for
sparse tensor transposition. We compare against SPLATT [7], a
high-performance C++ toolkit for sparse tensor factorization that
uses a combination of histogram sort, quicksort, and insertion sort
to sort tensors in COO. We also evaluate against sparse tensor
transposition routines that sort nonzeros with (least significant
digit) radix sort (using Algorithm 1 for each pass) or glibc’s qsort.
We ran all experiments on a 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3
machine with 24 cores, 30 MB of L3 cache and 128 GB of main
memory. The machine runs Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with glibc 2.27. We
compiled the benchmarks using GCC 7.4.0. We ran each experiment
100 times and report minimum execution times.
We transpose real-world tensors obtained from the FROSTT Tensor Collection [6]. Specifically, we used “flickr-3d,” “nell-1,” “nell2,”
“vast-2015-mc1-3d,” “chicago-crime-comm,” “delicious-4d,” “enron,”
“flickr-4d,” “nips,” “uber,” “lbnl-network,” and “vast-2015-mc1-5d.” We
measured normalized running times of SPLATT, qsort, Top-K-sadilla,
Quesadilla, and radix sort for transposing each tensor from its
initial ordering σ = (1, ..., r ) to every r ! possible ordering. Figure 3
shows the results of these experiments aggregated over all 408
possible combinations of input tensors and output orderings.
In serial tests, these results demonstrate that Quesadilla outperforms SPLATT, radix sort, and qsort on 60% of the sparse tensor
transpositions. On half of all combinations, Quesadilla is at least
1.19× faster than SPLATT, 1.68× faster than radix sort, and 2.76×
faster than qsort. In parallel tests, at least one of Quesadilla or
Top-2-sadilla (our two novel algorithms) was the best strategy for
52% of all tensor and transposition combinations.
When K = 1, Top-K-sadilla reduces to the Top-1-sadilla algorithm that is similar to what SPLATT implements for sorting
COO tensors, which we summarize in Section 2.2. Unlike SPLATT,
which uses a custom hand-optimized implementation of quicksort,
Top-1-sadilla uses qsort from C stdlib to sort nonzeros within
each bucket created by the initial histogram sort. As Figure 3 shows,
SPLATT outperforms Top-1-sadilla for most tensor transpositions
in our experiments, thereby demonstrating that SPLATT’s custom
implementation of quicksort is more efficient than qsort. This performance difference suggests we can improve Top-K-sadilla’s performance by using more optimized implementations of comparison
sort to sort each bucket.
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Figure 3: Normalized execution times of sparse tensor transposition with various algorithms, aggregated over all 408
possible combinations of test tensors and output orderings.
Time is normalized to quicksort (horizontal line). 1-sadilla
and 2-sadilla denote Top-K-sadilla with K = 1 and K = 2.

4

CONCLUSION

As sparse tensor representations receive increasing study, diversity
in tensor formats will increase and applications will more frequently
convert between formats. Sparse tensor transposition is the most
basic instance of sparse format conversion, and an important subroutine in several format conversions. We have provided evidence
that naive algorithms for sparse tensor transpositions can be improved substantially, and hope to inspire further improvements.
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